This email newsletter is best viewed in HTML format. You can also view the PHS Weekly online at [http://krieger.jhu.edu/publichealth/](http://krieger.jhu.edu/publichealth/)

Facebook: Like us on Facebook. LinkedIn: Join our LinkedIn group. Twitter: Follow us on Twitter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Sessions</th>
<th>Conferences and Talks</th>
<th>Student Activities and Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unpaid Internships</td>
<td>Paid Positions</td>
<td>Fellowships and Grants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Information Sessions and Career Fairs**

**Career Center Internship Week**

**LAND THAT INTERNSHIP.**

10/30
*Internship Networking*: Medssenger, Volocity, CIIP and more

10/31
*Search or Treat*: Find positions, get candy!

11/1
*Gap Year Opportunity Panel*

11/2
*Internship Professionalism Workshop*

[jhu.joinhandshake.com](https://jhu.joinhandshake.com)
Holistic Health Fair

Come meet us for this free gathering every Sunday at noon, at the BiomedRx Health Center. Every Sunday there will be vendors representing various holistic health products and therapies. Invite your friends! There will be tours of the BiomedRx Health Center, and presentations on such therapies as neurofeedback and biomagnetic pair therapy.

Located at the corner of Mountain Ave. and Foothill Blvd. in Upland.

Click here for more information

University of Pittsburgh Public Health Open House

Interested in further pursuing a career in public health? Join us for this informative program about the field of public health and how Pitt prepares students for careers that contribute to a healthier
world. At the Open House, students can learn how their interests and career goals might fit with public health disciplines. The departments include Behavioral and Community Health Sciences, Biostatistics, Epidemiology, Environmental and Occupational Health, Health Policy and Management, Human Genetics, and Infectious Diseases and Microbiology. Students from many academic backgrounds committed to making a difference in the world find their passion at Pitt Public Health

Date: November 10th
Time: 10am-3pm
Location: University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
For more information and to register, click [here](#)
Yale’s Interdisciplinary Center for Bioethics offers an intensive and international summer institute in bioethics in New Haven, CT, open to graduate students, professionals, and select undergraduates.

The program features a series of morning lectures surveying the field of bioethics and over twenty-five small, intensive seminars on topics such as neuroethics, end-of-life care, law, philosophy, and technology, including one seminar in Spanish for native speakers. Students also visit the esteemed Hastings Center and receive weekly classes in professional development, culminating in the writing of a short paper and the presentation of a related poster at the Yale School of Medicine. Select students will be invited to “Fast Track,” a close mentoring experience to help students develop and publish submissions to bioethics journals.

**Full Program: June 1 – July 21, 2018**
Tuition $1,875 for undergraduates, $2,275 for graduate students, and $3,275 for advanced professionals.

**Foundations of Bioethics: June 4 - 7, 2018**
Tuition $500 for students, $1,000 for advanced professionals.

Course credit may be available, and housing is available within walking distance for an additional cost.

**Rolling admissions.** Applications encouraged by **January 15th**, but accepted through spring if space allows.

For further information, see bioethics.yale.edu/summer or contact Lori Bruce, Program Director, at Lori.Bruce@yale.edu.
“An Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to Power” Screening and Discussion
Presented by the Public Health Film Society

Friday, November 3, 2017
2:30pm-5:00pm
Wolfe W2030
Paige Hall

Free screening followed by discussion with

Thomas A. Burke, Ph.D
Professor, Johns Hopkins School of Public Health
Director of the JH Risk Sciences and Public Policy Institute

Please RSVP at JHSPHFiles.eventbrite.com

Contact greich3@jhu.edu with any questions.
MedTech and Health Sciences Networking Fair

On November 2nd, the Annual MedTech and Health Sciences Networking Fair, hosted by the Whiting School of Engineering and the Health and Medical Device Network, will be held at the Glass Pavilion from 5-8 pm. Healthcare and medtech companies including Biotronik, Varian, JHU APL, FactoryFour, and many more, will be offering internships and full-time positions to Hopkins students. The event will consist of a dinner reception with company representatives from 5-7 pm, followed by an open networking session from 7-8 pm. Attire is business casual. There are limited spots available, so please apply early by clicking here or using the URL: https://goo.gl/forms/8m1Flrvpz0DkgACm1 !

Find the Facebook event here
3rd Annual Maryland STEM Festival

WHEN: From October 31 through November 12
WHERE: Multiple sites Maryland
MORE INFO: Visit the website for more information.

STEM is a curriculum based on the idea of educating students in four specific disciplines — science, technology, engineering, and mathematics — in an interdisciplinary and applied approach. This year the STEM Festival brings a spotlight to the agriculture and food production. The event is a showcase for the State’s organizations and businesses to display their STEM successes and to encourage students of all ages, regardless of background and experience, to take a greater interest in STEM with the hope they will pursue a STEM based job or career.

2018 Traffic Safety Scholars Program

Interested in traffic safety? The Lifesacers National Conference on Highway Safety Priorities will offer opportunities to learn about highway safety issues from leading experts and to network with the largest gathering of highway safety professionals. Admission offers more than 80 workshops, plenary halls, and an exhibit hall. The conference will be from April 22-24, 2018 in San Antonio, Texas. The scholars program offers an opportunity to undergraduate and graduate students to apply for a $1000 scholarship to defray the cost of attending the event.

More information and the application here. For any questions please contact Lofgren@meetingsmgmt.com

SOPHAS Virtual Fair
Join ASPPH, SOPHAS, current students, and representatives from over 50 schools and programs of public health online at the SOPHAS Virtual Fair. You will be able to chat in real-time and have all of your admissions & application questions answered.

You can log in from anywhere and registration is **FREE**!

They will be hosting in-person fairs throughout the summer and fall along with three additional SOPHAS Virtual Fairs.

If you have any questions about the in-person or virtual fairs, reach out to Emily C. Gordon, Student Services Coordinator [egordon@aspph.org](mailto:egordon@aspph.org)

**Fall SOPHAS Virtual Fair Dates & Registration:**

- **Tuesday, September 19, 2017**
- **Wednesday, November 16, 2017**
- **Wednesday, January 31, 2018** - registration coming soon

---

**Student Activities and Events**

**Rolan Park Middle School Volunteer Opportunity**

Are you interested and available to come speak with RPEMS students at our annual College Awareness Day? We need a grass-roots effort for this event, since college admissions offices generally don't allocate staff to visit middle schools!

This is an event where each college sets up a table display at which representatives (current students at that college) speak informally with students in grades 6-8, sharing about their school and what it's like to be in college. College students usually come in 1-2 hour blocks of time based on what their schedule allows. If you are interested, please contact Janet Fonda at [jfonda@bcps.k12.md.us](mailto:jfonda@bcps.k12.md.us).

The event is on Wednesday, November 15, between 8:30 am-1:00 pm.

---

**“Calm” App - Free Subscription**

Meet Calm. Discover your stress-free self. Calm includes meditation and breathing exercises, sleep stories, and relaxing nature sounds. There is also content specifically designed for college students.

The JHU community can try the Calm app for free this year.

Unlock your subscription [here](#)
Abell Award in Urban Policy

The Abell Award in Urban Policy is given annually to the student who authors the most compelling paper on a policy problem facing the City of Baltimore and feasible solutions. The Selection Committee decides on the allocation of the $5,000 award. The award is sponsored by the Baltimore-based Abell Foundation and the Johns Hopkins Institute for Health and Social Policy. The contest is intended to encourage fresh thinking about the challenges facing Baltimore City.
Please note that the Abell Award requires papers that address a timely issue, provide careful analysis, propose a feasible solution, and are written in a straight forward academic style. It is unlikely that a term paper will meet these requirements without substantial additional research and revision to the narrative style.

For more information click here.

Counseling Center Wellness Programs

The Counseling Center offers a variety of programs and workshops focused on developing skills or exploring topics that help students to Be Well. Do Well. And Live Well. All workshops are offered free of charge to Homewood and Peabody undergraduate and graduate students.

Click here to learn more and sign up.
Unpaid Internships and Service

Research for Credit Opportunity in the Epidemiology Research Group in Organ Transplantation

The Epidemiology Research Group in Organ Transplantation, a transplant epidemiology lab in the Department of Surgery at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, is seeking motivated undergraduate students for a part-time research trainee position. Students will be working on the ENGAGE Study, a study aiming to expand live donor kidney transplantation through advocacy training and social
media for patients on the kidney transplant waitlist. Responsibilities include recruiting and interviewing patients, abstracting medical records, and instructing patients during our Live Donor Champion and Donor App Programs. We ask for at least a one-year commitment and prefer students who are willing and able to work in the summer.

If interested, please send a brief statement of interest, resume, and unofficial transcript to Jonathan Konel, Research Assistant, Department of Surgery, Division of Transplant Surgery at JMKonel@jhu.edu.

Research Opportunity on Alcohol Misuse

This research is focused on a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials of psychosocial and pharmacological interventions aimed at reducing alcohol misuse in low- and middle-income countries, which has been registered with the Cochrane Drug and Alcohol Group. Students will assist in screening, data extraction and other aspects of the systematic review/meta-analysis.

For more information and any questions, please contact mgree116@jhu.edu.

CEHN General Internship

The Children's Environmental Health Network (CEHN) is a national multi-disciplinary organization whose mission is to protect the developing child from environmental health hazards and promote a healthier environment. CEHN student projects could include: assisting staff on education and outreach to targeted communities; fundraising research; and assisting with research and planning for new projects. Anyone may apply, but this position is designed for juniors, seniors or graduate students majoring in public health, environmental studies, or health sciences.

The application is due on November 1st. More information and how to apply here.

Carol Stroebel Policy and Health Education Internship

Carol Stroebel, former Director of Training and Policy at CEHN, was a long time champion for children's environmental health who dedicated her career to promoting public health and public interest policies. This internship will focus on public health and children's environmental health policy. Juniors, seniors or graduate students majoring in public health, environmental studies, or health sciences are welcome to apply. The position requires very strong written communication skills and proven leadership experience.

The application is due on November 1st. More information and how to apply here.

Eco-Healthy Child Care Internship

CEHN’s national Eco-Healthy Child Care® (EHCC) program strives to make child care facilities as environmentally healthy as possible by educating and empowering child care professionals to reduce toxicants within their child care facilities using free or low-cost measures. Those passionate
about protecting children from exposures to common environmental health hazards, and those interested in early education and care settings, training and educating programs, will find this internship rewarding. Juniors, seniors or graduate students majoring in public health, environmental studies, or health sciences are welcome to apply. The position requires strong research, organization, and communication skills, attention to detail, and social media/social marketing experience.

The application is due on November 1st. More information and how to apply here.

---

**Volunteer for Community Furniture Deliveries**

**WHEN:** Sundays, October 8 and November 12 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.  
**WHERE:** Baltimore, MD  
**MORE INFO:** For more information, visit the webpage.

Seeking volunteers willing to deliver furniture along with a little love, hope, and compassion. If you are available on weekends to deliver furniture to local families, join our Delivery Team! Volunteers should be available to lift/carry furniture items like beds, dressers, and couches.

---

**Volunteers for Parents Lounge**

**WHEN:** October 2017 - June 2018 from 10 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.  
**WHERE:** Booker T Washington Middle School, 1301 McCulloh St, Baltimore, MD 21217  
**MORE INFO:** For more information, contact Angela Sims via email.

Greater Baltimore Health Improvement Initiative is seeking computer-savvy volunteers to staff the parent lounge in assisting with basic internet and user application questions. Parents of current students utilize the lounge to take computer-based GED courses and apply for jobs.

---

**Internship Available at Chase Brexton Health Care Department**

Chase Brexton is a community medical center that works to provide affordable health care for all. They seek to engage individuals, foundations, and corporations to help their work by donating money or time. Please visit https://www.chasebrexton.org/ for more information.

The intern will be exposed to donor development and management by interacting with donors, tracking donor information, using the database E-tapestry and preparing for a donor cultivation event. Preferred skills or computer, graphic design, language, organizational and editing skills.

For more information and any questions please contact mjones@chasebrexton.org.

---

[Back to Top]
CDSE Research Assistant

The Center for Drug Safety and Effectiveness is looking for a research assistant to provide research and administrative support to a multidisciplinary team of clinicians and researchers. The investigations use a variety of public and proprietary data sources including administrative data such as health plan claims, audits of ambulatory-based care, electronic health information and longitudinal patient surveys. The investigations vary in their regulatory or clinical focus, although all are designed to be maximally relevant to improving the quality and safety of medication use in the United States. The student will have the opportunity to participate in multiple facets of the research from development of research aims to the preparation of final reports.

The time commitment is approximately 10-15 hours weekly during the school year and up to 40 hours per week during the summer. Students should be interested in epidemiology, pharmacology, or related field.

For more information and any questions please contact jheywar1@jhu.edu.

Student Assistant for the Office of Work, Life and Engagement

The Office of Work, Life and Engagement is looking for student assistance with the award-winning Johns Hopkins Breastfeeding Support Program, which serves faculty, staff and students who are breastfeeding and need private space to express breast milk. The student will order supplies and replace outdated equipment, stock supplies in the Mother's Rooms and in the vending machine at the JHH campus, and oversee minor improvements to the Mother's Rooms. The student will also gather sign-in sheets and check Rooms at several locations (e.g. Homewood, Mt Washington, JHH).

The schedule is once per week for 3-8 hours and is flexible regarding day and time. Students must have their own transportation and be able to lift at least 15 lbs.

Application is through the Student Employment Office and the job number is 10615. For more information and any questions please contact mstoltz1@jhu.edu or bfowler1@jhu.edu.

Fellowships and Grants

Digital DaVinci Award

The Digital Da Vinci annual award presented by the Johns Hopkins University Digital Media Center is named for Leonardo Da Vinci, painter, sculptor, inventor, engineer renowned for his creativity and originality in art, science and technology. What ideas do you have to lead us into a new era? Is your idea Leonardo-worthy? The DMC has money available for creative projects! What tools, materials, and mentoring would it take to get your idea off the napkin and into the real world?

Applications encouraged from full-time students in the JHU Schools of Arts & Sciences or Engineering, student clubs or organizations based on Homewood campus, and staff, faculty, and
graduate instructors who are piloting a creative technology project that students will complete for class on the Homewood campus.

Applications for The Digital Da Vinci Award (formerly called the Creative Use of Technology Grant) are due on November 12, 2017 at midnight via email to digitalmedia@jhu.edu. For more information please see attached fact sheet or our web site http://bit.ly/digitaldavinciaward.

Preventing Chronic Diseases Research Paper Submission to CDC

Preventing Chronic Disease (PCD) at the Center for Disease Control is looking for students at high school, undergraduate, or graduate level and recent post-graduates to submit papers relevant to the prevention, screening, surveillance, or population-based intervention of chronic diseases, including but not limited to arthritis, asthma, cancer, depression, diabetes, obesity, and cardiovascular disease. The primary goals of the concert is to provide applicants with an opportunity to gain knowledge and skills on the publication process and to promote mutually beneficial student-mentor relationships to strengthen the student’s ability to generate future scholarly manuscripts.

Manuscripts must be received electronically no later than 5:00 PM EST on Friday, February 23, 2018. Additional information and detailed submission guidelines are available on the PCD website at https://www.cdc.gov/pcd/announcements.htm.

The Horizons Technology Fellowship

The Horizons Fellowship supports 200 outstanding university students in their pursuit to become leaders in technology. Our program provides immersive software engineering and web/mobile development courses geared towards high-achieving college students. Students need not have a computer science background! Horizon students have gone on to receive offers from firms such as Google, Slack, Yelp, Amazon, Visa, J.P. Morgan and more.

More information and the application on the website here.

Public Health Resource Guide

http://krieger.jhu.edu/publichealth/resources/

Please see the PHS website (Contact tab) or click here to use the online Advisor Scheduling System.

* Please note – system does not work with Chrome or Safari browsers or mobile devices

PHS Weekly Submission Process

Back to Top
Public Health-centric student groups and health-related organizations around Hopkins and the Baltimore community are welcome to submit announcements to the PHS Weekly. Please submit to PHStudies@jhu.edu by 5pm every Monday.

For announcements or events, please submit the title, date, time, location and a brief description. The description should be brief and preferably include a link that will direct readers to another site for complete details.

For any position opening, please submit the position title, organization name, responsibilities and eligibility requirements, deadline for applying and contact information. Once again we ask you to keep the posting brief and provide an outside link for readers to gather further details.

PHS Office Directory

Maria Bulzacchelli, Director, mbulzac1@jhu.edu
Lisa Folda, Academic Advisor lfolda@jhu.edu
Laura Foster, Academic Advisor lfoste19@jhu.edu
Katherine Henry, Academic Advisor kheberl2@jhu.edu
Natalie Hicks, Sr. Administrative Coordinator nhicks5@jhu.edu
Caroline Barry, Administrative Assistant cbarry8@jhu.edu

Office Location: 3505 N. Charles, Room 201
Phone: 410-516-6166